Villa Campino
Region: Lake Maggiore Sleeps: 6 - 10

Overview
Staying at Villa Campino is a heady experience. An elegant facade,
ornamental furnishings and resplendent rooms all make for a sophisticated
holiday home. And what more could you possibly want when that holiday is
spent right by the breath-taking Lake Maggiore...
Well, maybe being close to the enchanting little lakeside town of Baveno, next
to Stresa. Voila! This cute little town, just a short stroll from the villa, features a
lovely promenade, shops, restaurants and cafes and is famous for its mineral
water springs. And being a stone's throw from Baveno, this sophisticated villa
benefits from a superb view of Lake Maggiore's star attraction - the Borromean
Islands, which can be reached by boat from the nearby harbour. Enjoying a
nightcap from your private terrace as the lights twinkle away on the islands
opposite is an unforgettable experience.
From its elegant facade, little stone balconies and terraces - the initial
impression is one of grandeur. And it doesn't disappoint once you're inside.
Walking into the entrance hallway, you'll be greeted with highly-polished
decorated floors, a stained glass window and even a piano!
Step into the dining room and the impressive decor ensues. Chic chairs and
period wallpaper in sapphire hues set the tone for a glamorous meal and
behind it a lounge area with elegant seating around a grand fireplace. With
views of the lake, it's one unique setting. The kitchen is separate, so surprising
your guests with a delicious Italian feast is easy to do.
The showstopping interiors do not end there. The traditional living room with
inviting chairs and portraits lining the walls is reminiscent of more noble times,
and even the glamorous staircase with decorative wallpaper is a beautiful
feature. Wind your way up those stairs and you'll find lovely spacious
bedrooms - many with access to a terrace - and a characteristic upper-level
bedroom with sloped ceilings and wooden beams.
Villa Campino is splendid and an escapist break for anyone. With own sandy
beachfront and canoes available to take out, everyone will undoubtedly be
happy. And with those delightful terraces for you to make the most of the
views, combined with the fact that you're so close to a charming town
frequented by many an illustrious guest, we think you're likely to be very happy
too...
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Facilities
Beach Nearby • Ideal for Kids • Ideal for Teens • Internet • Walk to Beach
• Walk to Village • Walk to Restaurant • BBQ • Satellite TV • Outdoor
Games • Table Tennis • Heating • Cot(s) • High Chair(s) • Waterfront •
Canoeing/Kayaking • Outstanding Landscapes • Outdoor Pursuit & Activities
• Tourist Towns & Villages
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Interior & Grounds
The Villa
Villa Campino is a special villa with private beach. It is laid out over three
floors sleeping up to 10 people. It boasts 6 beautifully decorated bedrooms
and 3 bathrooms.
Interior
- Elegant hall with grand piano
- Living room with access to terrace and lakeside views
- Dining room with access to terrace and lakeside views
- Fully equipped kitchen
First floor
- Two double bedrooms with lake view
- Bedroom with single bed and lake view
- Twin bedroom
- Single bedroom
- Bathroom with shower
- Bathroom with bath tub
Second floor
- Double bedroom
- Bathroom with shower
- Laundry room
Exterior
- Garden surrounding the villa
- Small natural beach in front of the villa during summer months - kayaks
available
- Sun loungers
More facilities...
- Two kayaks
- Parking
- Private beach
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Location & Local Information
There's something magical about the lakes of northern Italy bordering
Switzerland - the snow-capped mountains, elegant villas, charming villages
and narrow glacial lakes, all of which make for a camera-ready scene of eyepopping beauty.
And Lake Maggiore, Italy's second largest lake, is no exception. Sleepy
cobblestone villages, exceptional flowers, views over glittering waters, ethereal
islands and the odd castle - it's no wonder such illustrious visitors as Byron,
Shelley and Hemingway graced its very shores.
When the Simplon Pass train from Switzerland, one of the Alps most beautiful
crossings opened, it meant easier access to this beautiful lake. And many
visited for all its beauty, including its little islands located on the western arm of
this stunning stretch of water: the tiny Isola Bella - a place of decadent parties
for the nobility of Europe; Isola dei Pescatori with its population of just 50
people and a number of fabulous fish restaurants; Isola Madre featuring the
most beautiful botanical flowers. The Borromean Islands are well worth a visit.
Inland, explore the pretty town of Stresa situated below the majestic peak of
Mottarone and enjoy its many cafes, restaurants and bars - especially the
ones with views out to the Borromean islands.
Why not take a cable car up Mottarone for a truly spectacular view across the
Alps? Amble around the town of Verbania or Cannobio's lakefront piazza with
its ancient buildings. Then there's picturesque Maccagno and Luino with its
famous market - amongst many more on this enchanting lake that will quite
literally take your breath away.

Local Amenities
Nearest Airport

Milaan Malpensa
(55 km)

Nearest Airport 2

Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport
(135 km)

Nearest Village

Baveno
(500 m)

Nearest Town/City

Stresa
(3 km)

Nearest Restaurant

Restaurants & Cafes
(500 m)
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Nearest Supermarket

Supermarkets & Shops
(500 m)
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: €950 payable in cash, upon arrival
- Arrival time: 4.00 pm
- Departure time: 10.00 am
- Energy costs included?: Included in the rental price
- Linen & towels included?: Linen & bath towels are included in the rental price
- Pets welcome?: Pets are not allowed
- Changeover day: Monday
- Smoking Allowed?: No smoking inside the villa
- Insurance: It is recommended that all guests take out insurance to cover against potential cancellation and any accidental damage caused during your stay at the property
- Minimum stay: 7 nights
- Heating costs included?: Heating (metered): 0,8 euro per m³
- Tax: Tourist tax not included in the rental price
- Internet access?: Wi-Fi connection included
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